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Abstract- In this thesis, we implement parallel computing methods for a new visual analytics paradigm, 
named TrajGraph, which is designed for effective analysis of the large-scale urban trajectory datasets. It supports 
fast computation and aggregation over various data queries in distributed environments. In particular, we 
generate a two-layer trajectory graph-computing model on TrajGraph. Using the Spark/ Hadoop computational 
platform, we implement the BSP (bulk synchronous parallel) based algorithms to support fast and interactive 
trajectory data queries. We further compute the centrality metrics such as network Pagerank and betweenness 
from TrajGraph to characterize the time-varying importance of streets by utilizing the real traffic data.  We 
implement the centrality computation algorithms through a parallel solution using the parallel computing tools 
of Apache Spark and its graph-processing package, GraphX.  We test the performance of these parallel 
implementations and compare our results with non-parallel computing algorithms. It shows that using the 
emerging parallel platforms, our computing models can achieve good performance which is important for the 
visual analytics system of massive urban trajectory data. 
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I.   Introduction 
1.1 Overview of Taxi Trajectory Datasets 
Advanced sensing technologies and computing infrastructures have produced a variety of 
trajectory data of humans and vehicles in urban spaces. The massive population mobility data, 
from taxis, fleets, public transits, mobile phones, and human social media, is generated at 
unprecedented scale and speed with GPS (Global Positioning System), Wi-Fi, RFID (Radio-
Frequency Identification), etc. The big data contains abundant knowledge about a city, a state 
and its citizens. It plays an indispensable role in the emerging field of urban computing. Urban 
trajectory data can help to optimize urban planning, improve human life quality and environment, 
and amend city operations. 
The trajectory data records real time moving paths sampled as a series of positions over urban 
networks. Rich and heterogeneous information can be associated at each position, including 
human and vehicle attributes, geographical features, business/urban information, and more. Such 
data is big, spatial, temporal, dynamic, and unstructured. For example, the Microsoft’s T-drive 
system collects the trajectories from over 33,000 taxis for 3 months. The total length of the 
trajectories is more than 400 million kilometers and the total number of GPS points reaches 790 
million. The associated data of the point samples further increases the data scale. 
1.2 Why Parallel Computation 
The large-scale urban trajectory data should be quickly computed and queried over geospatial-
temporal constraints to support both real-time and historical visual analysis. To achieve the goal, 
specific trajectory data management techniques are needed for efficient storage, indexing, update, 
and retrieval. Although a few visualization approaches have been developed, in general there is 
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still a significant gap between the scalability of these approaches and what are needed in real 
interactive visualization applications. The reasons are mainly from the following aspects: 
• The commonly used data models are not designed for scalable and interactive visualization of 
urban trajectories. For the very big and dynamically evolving datasets, real-time and effective 
visualization demands distributed computing environment and the power of parallel computing. 
Data management and visualization models in such environments are necessary for the visual 
analytics systems. 
   • The urban network structures, such as the road and transit systems, where the urban 
trajectories are built upon are not utilized in data management and for visualizations. Grid-based 
spatial databases are commonly used to manage the data in Euclidean space. However, urban 
networks distribute over the 2D Euclidean space in a sparse and uneven manner. For example, a 
city hub of roads records a large amount of trajectories that may fall in a very small spatial cell. 
Therefore, the existing methods become inefficient or infeasible in visualizing the big data over 
the network structures. 
In summary, the absence of core techniques that explicitly support interactive visual analytics 
impedes the usage of visualization tools in many urban computing applications. This has already 
constrained the advancement of utilizing the urban trajectory data. 
1.3 TrajGraph Model 
A new paradigm is being developed in the graphics and visualization lab at Kent State 
University aimed at laying the foundations for effective analysis of the large-scale urban 
trajectory datasets. Based on taxi trajectory datasets, a parallel graph that named as TrajGraph is 
generated, which is a novel, scalable parallel-graph model designed for trajectory data 
management [1]. TrajGraph based on the bulk-synchronous and vertex-oriented programming 
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model for large-scale graph computation. Recently, such mechanism is used in several systems, 
such as Pregel [54], BSP [55], and Apache Spark [56] with its graph-processing package GraphX 
[56] to process various graph data. We create TrajGraph from the trajectory networks by 
mapping some trajectory information such as Area grid and road segments as graph vertices, and 
then we create edges between them according to their linkage. Moreover, trajectory data is 
formed by a series of sampled locations and their associated data. We designed new approaches 
that efficiently distribute such data over different TrajGraph vertices. Our methods are effective 
for interactive visual analytics in the vertex-centric parallel computing.  
1.4 My Contribution 
In the development of TrajGraph, my contribution leading to this thesis lies in two aspects: the 
implementation of the graph parallel model and the graph centrality computation. 
1.4.1 Trajectory Database in Graph Parallel Model 
I implemented TrajGraph computation in a graph parallel model. It supports fast computation 
over various data queries in distributed environments, in particular in the Apache Spark [56] with 
Graphx parallel graph-processing platform. I designed a set of parallel algorithms based on the 
bulk-synchronous parallel-graph (BSP) [55] model for TrajGraph. I set up distributed computing 
framework, which is implemented as a library, to support common data queries, aggregations 
and computation in a parallel manner. A fully working parallel data management system is 
developed over cluster computing environment with many computing nodes. I analyzed the 
computational results and compared the results with other computing platforms to show the 
benefit of the parallel trajectory graph system. 
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1.4.2 TrajGraph centrality computation 
TrajGraph reflects urban transportation dynamics that can be discovered by applying graph 
analysis algorithms. The centrality metrics such as network pagerank and betweenness from 
TrajGraph can be used to characterize the time-varying importance of streets by utilizing the real 
traffic data. Computing graph centralities can be time consuming. For example, pair-wise 
shortest paths are needed for closeness and betweenness centrality. I implemented the algorithms 
of centrality computation on different systems. In particular, a parallel solution on Apache Spark 
and its graph-processing package, GraphX [56], on a cluster and a single workstation is 
compared with the serial solution to test the performance. 
 
II. Related Work 
2.1 Trajectory Management and Visualization 
Moving objects trajectories are studied and utilized in a variety of fields including sports (e.g. 
tennis [2], football [3]), geography and animals [4, 5, 6], weather systems [7, 8], bacteria [9, 10], 
business [11], and mobile computing [12, 13]. Exploring moving trajectories has been studied to 
find knowledge from the spatiotemporal data sequences [14, 15, 16, 17]. For example, clustering 
and classifying long trajectories are performed to find patterns. TRACLUS [18] uses modified 
DBSCAN to group trajectories by the density of their segments in Euclidean space. NEAT [19] 
studies trajectory clustering over road networks by considering traffic flows together with 
segment densities and connectivity.  
Urban computing aims to discover knowledge and improve urban environment and life from a 
variety of data in urban spaces [20]. Trajectories of human and vehicle motions are one of the 
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most important data types used in data analytics. Utilizing the trajectory data has been 
categorized into three main categories: the study of the collective behavior of a city’s population, 
the traffic flow, and the operators (e.g. drivers) [21]. In particular, vehicle trajectory data has 
been used in traffic monitoring and prediction [22], urban planning [23], driving routing [24, 25], 
extracting geographical borders [26], service improvement [27], and energy consumption 
analysis [28]. Floating car data of fleet management is used for dynamic travel time provision 
[29]. Large-scale mobile phone data with GIS information is used to uncover hidden patterns in 
urban road usage [30], find privacy bounds of human mobility [31], estimate travel time [32] and 
infer land use [33]. Public transit trajectories are used in bus arrival time predictions [34], user’s 
transportation mode inference [34], and travelers’ spending optimization [35].  
Many approaches have presented visual tools for exploring geographical information [36, 37, 
38, 39]. For visualizing spatial-temporal data, Andrienko et al. presented a review of the key 
issues and approaches [40]. The techniques involve map-based displays and use information 
visualization techniques to visualize the spatial attributes of the data over temporal changes. 
Object trajectories are a key type of movement data where many techniques have been developed, 
such as GeoTime [41], TripVista [42], FromDaDy [43], vessel movement [44], etc. Wang et al. 
[45] studied point pattern analysis methods and built an interactive visualization system of hot 
spots based on a mashup technique. Crnovrsanin et al. [46] visualized movement trace data based 
on the proximity to points of interest. Gao et al. [47] presented a system that can help to identify 
factors affecting taxi drivers’ income. Tominski et al. [48] tackled the problem of visualizing 
trajectory attributes together with the individual points. Landesberger et al. [49] visualized 
trajectory data with categorical changes over time and spatial data displays.  
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The visual study of taxi data has been conducted in a variety of applications. Liu et al. [50] 
presented a visual analysis system of route diversity with several visual encoding schemes. Pu et 
al. [51] developed a system for users to monitor and analyze complex traffic situations in big 
cities for regions, roads and from vehicle views. Wang et al. [52] presented an interactive system 
for visual analysis of urban traffic congestion. Ferreira et al. [53] allowed users to visually query 
taxi trips. 
2.2 Parallel Graph Processing Model 
Recently large-scale graph processing is becoming a hot research topic. The well-known model 
MapReduce [59] has been used to process large dataset in parallel, which however is not always 
effective in processing graph data. Pregel [54], BSP [55], and Apache Spark with graphx 
package [56], are designed as parallel computing systems targeted to large-scale graphs. Hash 
techniques are mostly used for distributed graph partitions, while specific techniques are studied 
to reduce the communication cost [57, 55]. Many typical graph algorithms are implemented over 
the parallel model, such as Pagerank [54], Shortest Path [54], Graph Coloring [55], Strongly 
Connected Components [55], Graph Diameter and K-cores [58], and more.  
2.2.1 The BSP Computing Model 
The Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) [55] is a bridging model for designing parallel 
algorithms. As a parallel programming model, BSP offers architecture independence and very 
high performance. BSP also is a powerful generalization of both MapReduce and Pregel. It is 
super-fast on standard commodity hardware, orders of magnitude faster than MapReduce. It's a 
cost model that makes it simple to design, analyze and optimize massively parallel algorithms. It 
is a strong candidate to be the programming model of choice for parallel computing and big data 
in the coming decade.  
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BSP algorithm relies on computation proceeds in a series of global supersteps, which consists 
of three components, figure 1 shows the process of BSP algorithm:  
•  Concurrent computation: every participating processor performs local computations. Each 
process can only make use of values stored in the local fast memory of the processor. The 
computations occur asynchronously of all the others but may overlap with communication.   
•  Communication: The processes exchange data between themselves to facilitate remote data 
storage capabilities and delivers messages in a point-to-point manner.   
•  Barrier synchronization: When a process reaches the barrier, it waits until all other processes 
have  reached the same barrier. It is a mechanism for the efficient barrier synchronization for all 
or a subset of the processes. 
 
Figure 1, The mechanism of BSP model [55] 
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2.2.2 Pregel: A System for Large-Scale Graph Processing 
Many practical computing problems concern large graphs. Standard examples include the Web 
graph and various social networks. The scale of these graphs—in some cases billions of vertices, 
trillions of edges—poses challenges to their efficient processing. Pregel [54] is a computational 
model suitable for this task. Programs are expressed as a sequence of iterations, in each of which 
a vertex can receive messages sent in the previous iteration, send messages to other vertices, and 
modify its own state and that of its outgoing edges or mutate graph topology. This vertex-centric 
approach is flexible enough to express a broad set of algorithms. The model has been designed 
for efficient, scalable and fault-tolerant implementation on clusters of thousands of commodity 
computers, and its implied synchronicity makes reasoning about programs easier. Distribution- 
related details are hidden behind an abstract API. The result is a framework for processing large 
graphs that is expressive and easy to program. Figure 2 illustrates these concepts using a simple 
example: given a strongly connected graph where each vertex contains a value, it propagates the 
largest value to every vertex. In each superstep, any vertex that has learned a larger value from 
its messages sends it to all its neighbors. When no further vertices change in a superstep, the 
algorithm terminates. 
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Figure 2, Pregel message sending model [54] 
 
2.2.3 Apache Spark and Graphx 
Apache Spark [56] is an open-source cluster-computing framework. Its in-memory 
computation provides faster performance in contrast with Hadoop's two-stage disk-
based MapReduce paradigm. Spark allows program to load data into a cluster's memory and 
query it repeatedly that is optimal for iteration tasks. 
Apache Spark requires a cluster manager and a distributed storage system. For cluster 
management, Apache Spark supports standalone (native Spark cluster), Hadoop YARN [65], 
and Apache Mesos [66]. For distributed storage, Apache Spark can interface with a wide variety, 
including Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) [64], Amazon S3 and some related storages.  
GraphX is a new component belongs to Apache Spark for graphs and graph-parallel 
computation. At a high level, GraphX extends the Spark RDD by introducing a 
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new Graph abstraction: a directed multi-graph with properties attached to each vertex and edge. 
To support graph computation, GraphX exposes a set of fundamental operators 
(e.g., subgraph, joinVertices, and aggregateMessages) as well as an optimized variant of 
the Pregel API. In addition, GraphX includes a growing collection of 
graph algorithms and builders to simplify graph analytics tasks. 
 
III. Trajectory Database in Graph Parallel Model  
3.1 TrajGraph Parallel Model  
I adopted the Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) model [54], which has been extended to graph-
parallel abstractions in many computing platforms [54, 55, 56]. Figure 3 shows that in the 
parallel TrajGraph, vertices of Figure 4 (b) will be partitioned and distributed into multiple 
computing nodes or processes. Based on BSP, graph computation is divided into a sequence of 
supersteps. In each superstep, computation over each partition of the graph is executed 
concurrently, and then messages are created. Barrier synchronization at the end of the superstep 
ensures that all messages have been transmitted. The next superstep begins with the delivery of 
all those messages to the corresponding nodes, which then execute their superstep based on the 
messages. Using vertex-centric parallelism, each vertex receives messages from the previous 
superstep, updates their local states, and sends messages to other vertices. An optional master 
computing function is executed on a master node between supersteps to perform serial 
computation and coordination of multiple vertex-centric stages. This framework will offer 
scalability, fault-tolerance, and simple programming interface for large-scale graphs. Many 
graph algorithms are efficiently implemented and optimized based on BSP. Based on BSP 
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parallel mechanism, we implemented Apache Spark and its competitive tools Graphx to query 
and compute TrajGraph, as well as some primary graph algorithms in parallel implementations. 
However, there will need extensive research on designing and implementing the parallel 
TrajGraph, because (1) no existing parallel graph systems exist for trajectory data, which is 
distributed over road segments as connected points (containing multiple dimensional and 
heterogeneous data); (2) the existing parallel graph algorithms may not be directly applied to the 
trajectory based graphs. (3) How to query and analyze TrajGraph. So next sections will explain 
how to handle these issues. 
 
Figure 3, Parallel TrajGraph Model 
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Figure 4, Road Graph Mapping 
 
3.2 TrajGraph Data Management 
3.2.1 Traditional Trajectory Data Structure  
The traditional format of taxi trajectory dataset is shown in table 1. It contains nine attributes. 
The first attribute ‘Taxi’ shows the car plate of each taxi, second attribute ‘Time’ shows the 
recorded time. The third attribute ‘Status’ shows if this taxi has passenger or not. If it has, then 
the status is set to 1, else is set to 0 and it means that this taxi is empty. The forth attribute ‘Speed’ 
shows the speed of taxi at that moment. The fifth attribute ‘Direction’ represents taxi’s moving 
direction. The sixth and seventh attributes show the latitude and longitude of each taxi. Based on 
location information of each trajectory, I set the Road Name and Road segment Id as eighth and 
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ninth attributes. According to those nine attributes, each taxi trajectory data can be considered to 
contain the information of streets. Taxi’s position, can be combined into streets information.  
 
Table 1, Traditional format of taxi trajectory dataset 
 
3.2.2 TrajGraph Data Management and Data Structure Model 
I novel designed two-layers trajectory property graph structure that is processed from the 
traditional trajectory structure by mapping Grid Area, Car Plate and Road Segments as top layer 
vertex and GPS point as bottom layer vertex then creating edges between vertex on top layer and 
bottom layer according to their related connection. The aim of this two-layer graph data structure 
design is to support fast computation over distributed system for parallel tasks. This graph 
structure can be efficiently distributed over many nodes and also support vertex-centric parallel 
computation. Based on this graph data structure, I designed parallel algorithms to handle some 
types of data queries, including road network queries, Grid Area queries and trajectory queries. 
To enable fast visual analysis, we implement aggregation techniques to support pre-computation 
and caching of data summaries. The aggregations will be conducted over spatial and temporal 
dimensions. Moreover, related parallel graph algorithms are implemented for trajectory data over 
TrajGraph.  
The basic graph data structure that I used is property graph data structure to support the two-
layers data structure. The property graph data structure that shows on Figure 5 is processed from 
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traditional data structure. Property graph data structure is similar to an adjacency list data 
structure but have separated vertex and edge data structure formats. Vertex table contains the 
information of vertex id and its related properties. The vertex Id is identical for each GPS vertex 
and the property contains all attributes such as speed, time and so on. Edge table keeps the graph 
structure relations. For example in Figure 5 edge table, “SrcId” is the start vertex prepares 
moving to “DstId”. “DstId” is the vertex moving from SrcId in directed graph. Property in edge 
table is the distance between two connected vertices. 
 
Figure 5, Property Graph 
Based on property-graph data structure, I set the TrajGraph data structure to two layers, which 
defined as bottom layer and top layer. The benefit of this design is that two layers graph can 
handle and classify many types of vertices. This is efficient for graph query on distributed 
parallel system. 
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The vertices on bottom layer are called GPS vertex which represent the GPS point of trajectory 
movement on the map, Table 2 is the edge table and Table 3 is the vertex table. Both of these 
two tables represent the graph construction on bottom layer. GPS vertices include all attributes 
information from traditional trajectory data. In addition, some new type of attributes are 
processed that will be used in graph query and graph analysis.  
 
                                    
Table 2, Graph data structure on bottom layer (Edge Table) 
 
 
Table 3, Graph data structure on bottom layer (Vertex Table) 
 
Top layer has three types of vertex, which are defined as Area-Based vertex, Car-Plate-Based 
vertex and Street-Id-Based vertex. Grid division of whole map of ShenZhen city in China defines 
the vertex ids of Area-Based graph; figure 6 is the relations of GPS vertex and Area-Based 
vertex. If the GPS vertex belongs to their corresponding grid area, they will have edges to 
connect Area-based vertex. Area-Based vertex and GPS vertex will send messages iteratively. As 
the same, car plate as the ids to define Car-Plate-Based vertex, all vertex belong to same car plate 
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will be organized as a group. They also have the edges to connect to the GPS vertex on bottom 
layer. These three types of ids are on top of GPS vertices. Figure 7 shows the relations of vertices 
between top layer and bottom layer. In this case, GPS id 2 has the attributes Grid id 3011, which 
belongs to the Area-based vertex 3011 on top layer, so GPS id 2 on bottom layer will point to 
Area-based vertex 3011 on top layer. 
 
 
Figure 6, Area-Based vertex on top layer 
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Figure 7, Relations between bottom layer and top layer 
 
3.3 Aggregations  
Many demands of visualizing big trajectory data involve aggregated information, including 
sum, average, count and more similar computations. Their performance is vital for effective 
exploratory visual analysis. I developed aggregation scheme for trajectories over vertices. The 
aggregation is based on Pregel [54] aggregators that are a mechanism for global communication, 
monitoring, and data. Each type of vertex can provide a trajectory attribute value to an 
aggregator in superstep S, the system combines those values using a reduction operator, and the 
resulting value is made available to all vertices in superstep S + 1. Pregel includes a number of 
predefined aggregators, such as min, max, or sum operations on various integer or string types.  
Aggregators are used for statistics in our work. For instance, a sum aggregator applied to the 
out-degree of each vertex yields the total number of edges to the vertex on top layer in the 
TrajGraph. More complex reduction operators generate histograms of a statistic. Aggregators 
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also are used for global coordination. For instance, one branch of Compute () can be executed for 
the supersteps until an aggregator determines that all vertices satisfy some condition, and then 
another branch can be executed until termination. A min or max aggregator, applied to the vertex 
ID, can be used to select a vertex to play a distinguished role in an algorithm.  
To define a new aggregator, in our case to parallel compute the max, min and average speed of 
TrajGraph vertex, we pre-defined Aggregator class, and specifies how the aggregated value is 
initialized from the first input value on bottom layer and how multiple partially aggregated 
values are reduced to one on top layer. Aggregation operators are commutative and associative. 
By default, an aggregator only reduces input values from a single superstep, but it is also 
possible to define a sticky aggregator that uses input values from all supersteps. 
 
3.4 Distributed System Setup and Parallel Computation 
3.4.1 Distributed System Setup 
Apache Hadoop [67] provides a distributed file system and a framework for the analysis and 
transformation of very large datasets using the MapReduce paradigm. While the interface to 
HDFS [64] is patterned after the Unix filesystem, faithfulness to standards was sacrificed in 
favor of improved performance for the applications at hand. 
An important characteristic of Hadoop is the partitioning of data and computation across many 
(thousands) of hosts, and the execution of application computations in parallel close to their data. 
A Hadoop cluster scales computation capacity, storage capacity and I/O bandwidth by simply 
adding commodity servers. HDFS stores filesystem metadata and application data separately. 
HDFS stores metadata on a dedicated server, called the NameNode. Application data are stored 
on other servers called DataNodes. All servers are fully connected and communicate with each 
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other using TCP-based protocols. The DataNodes in HDFS do not rely on data protection 
mechanisms. Instead, the file content is replicated on multiple DataNodes for reliability. While 
ensuring data durability, this strategy has the added advantage that data transfer bandwidth is 
multiplied, and there are more opportunities for locating computation near the needed data.  
After setting up distributed Hadoop system, I implement Apache Spark standalone mode 
working with Hadoop HDFS [56, 64, 70]. Apache spark standalone mode is upon Hadoop 
distributed system for parallel computation that has the feature of task split, web UI control and 
RDD cache. Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDD) [68], a distributed memory abstraction that 
lets programmers performs in-memory computations on large clusters in a fault-tolerant manner. 
RDDs are motivated by two types of applications that current computing frameworks handle 
inefficiently: iterative algorithms and interactive data mining tools. In both cases, keeping data in 
memory can improve performance by an order of magnitude. To achieve fault tolerance 
efficiently, RDDs provide a restricted form of shared memory, based on coarse-grained 
transformations rather than fine-grained updates to shared state. 
We have 4 nodes cluster to concurrently compute tasks for parallel computation. Each of nodes 
has 4 CPU cores and 16 GB memories to share. There is a master cluster to handle all shared 
CPU cores and memories. The master cluster in charge of the tasks split and job assignment. 
Figure 8 and Figure 9, shows nodes setup information and related tasks assign information. 
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Figure 8, 4 Nodes setup information on master node 
 
Figure 9, Tasks assignment include related information 
3.4.2 Parallel computation 
TrajGraph is built to handle large urban trajectory datasets that may go beyond the limits of 
single machine computation. Our aim is to support TrajGraph analysis based on the parallel 
graph model in  distributed environment. Such a parallel system will be amenable for fast 
computation. Moreover, it is able to support combined and parallel queries. There are a variety of 
queries that implemented in a parallel fashion. For example, TrajGraph can return the average 
speed queries of multiple road segments or grid areas in the same time. 
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Our distributed system can handle large TrajGraph Computing tasks. At the first, TrajGraph is 
stored in Hadoop distributed file system. When query is assigned, The Spark master will 
partition the TrajGraph to smaller graphs then allocate for other nodes in cluster. After nodes 
receiving these graphs, they will cache them in memory and hold for parallel processing tasks. 
Each CPU core will concurrently handle certain numbers of tasks to complete the query 
assignment. 
   3.4.3 Graph Partition  
An important topic in the distributed graph systems is to divide a graph into partitions. The 
widely used partitioning function is a hash over N computing nodes. In TrajGraph, I implement 
partition strategies in GraphX package. I assign edges to partitions by hashing the source and 
destination vertex IDs, resulting in a random vertex cut that collocates all same-direction edges 
between two vertices. For example, there are two GPS vertex on bottom layer that points to one 
vertex on top layer due to these two GPS vertex belongs to same grid area. In this case they have 
the same-direction edges and will allocates to same partition. The TrajGraph partitions will be 
processed over 4 nodes. Figure 10 is the implement of random cut partition. 
 
Figure 10, Implement of random cut partition 
 
3.5 TrajGraph Query and Performance 
The queries retrieve the statistical information on one or multiple given vertex Id. There are 
three types of vertex Id on top layer that is described in TrajGraph data management could be 
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queried. We can run query and aggregation for Grid Area, Car Plate and Road Segment. Due to 
querying these three types of Vertex using the same query mechanism, I will only take query 
Grid Area Id as example. TrajGraph query is a basic operation for aggregating data summaries, 
such as average, sum, minimum/maximum, and count operations. In general, it will be easy for 
TrajGraph to quickly find the information over vertices and edges by implement BSP and pregel 
mechanism of sending messages among neighborhood vertices. For comparing the performance, 
we implement the Graphx with its parallel and non-parallel structure index query mechanism to 
compare with Graphx enhanced BSP and pregel mechanism. Graphx structure indexing 
mechanism implements hashing index methods by building a dictionary of our two-layers 
TrajGraph and cached in memory, then indexing certain Grid Vertex Ids, Car-plate Vertex Ids 
and Street-segment Vertex Ids to compute the average speed. In this test, there are total 
31429823 vertices and 98880334 edges. 
The parallel graph model will handle parallel queries on large-scale data over multiple 
computing nodes. For example, if we want to parallel query the average speed of one given Area 
Id 3011, the methods is that we issue the order of querying vertex id 3011 on top layer, then we 
can parallel get all the information from the GPS ids on the bottom layer that belong to Area Id 
3011. The messages send from GPS points contains the trajectory attributes like speed, time and 
so on. After the Area Id 3011 receives messages, it will do aggregation by summing all speeds 
up and computing the average speed of Area Id 3011. Figure 11 is the case to implement 
BSP/Pregel parallel algorithm for query, aggregation and computation.  
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Figure 11, Parallel query the average speed by giving one grid Id 
In our performance test, first we compare the running time among parallel indexing, non-
parallel indexing and BSP/Pregel for querying one Grid Vertex Id. Figure 12 shows the result 
that non-parallel query with traditional index and iteration methods need more time to complete 
the query and aggregation tasks especially for handling large graph with a lot of vertex and edge. 
Next is to compare between both of the parallel query methods, Graphx parallel indexing is 
faster than BSP/Pregel methods that is because each vertex in BSP/Pregel methods need send 
along messages to its connected vertex, this step take more time. On the other hand, Graphx 
optimizes the index mechanism that maintaining the proper indexes can substantially speed up 
local join and aggregation performance. Even if parallel indexing is faster for overall running 
time, BSP/Pregel methods have the high speed up when handle graph computing and aggregation. 
BSP/Pregel also can handle complex queries and algorithms that the parallel indexing cannot, for 
example pagerank algorithm [54] and shortestpath algorithm [54]. 
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Figure 12, Compare the running time among parallel indexing, non-parallel indexing and 
BSP/Pregel for querying one Grid Vertex Id 
Based on query mechanism of one Area Id, we also can query multiple vertexes on top layer of 
the TrajGraph. For example, we can query 1000 area Ids at the same time to compute the average 
speed individually. Figure 13 shows the performance comparison, there are two levels of 
comparison in this test result. First is the comparison between BSP/Pregel and parallel indexing. 
Second is to compare the query time between 100 Grids and 1000 Grids under 4 clusters 
distributed environment. It clearly shows that when parallel compute the 100 Grid nodes, the 
running time of parallel indexing is 2 sec compare with 54 sec on GPS/Pregel, 27X faster. When 
handle 1000 Grid nodes, due to the increase of computing nodes and more graph processing 
workload, the speed is decrease in both of the graph query methods. The running time of parallel 
indexing is 6 sec compare with 72 sec on GPS/Pregel, 12X faster. The result shows that even 
though parallel indexing is faster, GPS/Pregel model will become more efficient when handle the 
larger Graph and Graph computing tasks. 
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Figure 13, Comparison between 100 Grids and 1000 Grids under 4 clusters environment 
 
Figure 14 is the comparison of query time between parallel indexing and BSP /pregel methods 
under the environment of Local machine and 4 clusters. Local machine has configure, Intel Xeon 
E5520 with 4 cores at 2.27GHz and 16GB memory), 4-node cluster where each node is the same 
as the local machine. All the platforms ran 64-bit Linux system. It clearly shows that, same query 
tasks on both of the parallel query methods under 4 clusters distributed system is faster than 
running on Local machine. The whole TrajGraph need to be cached in memory at the first 
operation. After that, the speed of query and computation will become four times faster than first 
operation.  
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Figure 14, Comparison between Graphx parallel indexing and BSP/Pregel under Local Machine 
and 4 clusters environment 
 
In this section, I implement TrajGraph in parallel model by designing two layers graph data 
structure to handle large graph data management. After that, I setup Hadoop based Apache Spark 
standalone distributed system to conquer the difficulty of large graph computation by 
partitioning the large TrajGraph and designing BSP and Pregel algorithms to handle vertex 
communication and aggregation. For parallel process, each cluster could cache the graph 
partition in memory for fast parallel computation. This novel TrajGraph parallel model changes 
the traditional trajectory computing shape. At last, the test examples of querying average speed 
under certain given conditions in the large trajectory graph shows the best performance of our 
distributed graph processing system. 
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IV. City TrajGraph centrality computation 
4.1 City TrajGraph Model and Generation 
4.1.1 City TrajGraph Model 
City TrajGraph is a graph model constructed to represent a road network where taxi trajectories 
travel on. We define every street segment in a city as a graph vertex. Then we read all 
trajectories in a given period T. If a taxi travels from road segment A to B, we add an edge AB 
between them. Given a long time period (e.g. one whole day), a large set of taxi trajectories 
traverse most important streets in a city. GT can thus provide enough information in constructing 
a city network. Those streets where no taxis travel over the period are not considered significant 
for the study of street importance. On the other hand, a graph GT can represent the traffic flow 
information during different periods T. This approach enables us to analyze the temporal changes 
of transportation over multiple GT s such as by computing GT for each hour. 
TrajGraph uses dual graph representation that maps streets to vertices and their connections to 
edges. Fig. 15 is an example TrajGraph with vertices (A to G). It represents a street network 
shown in Fig. 15 with six junctions (J1 to J6). When taxis travel over the streets, some turns over 
the junctions are disallowed (shown in red arrows). A TrajGraph edge 𝑒𝑖𝑗  is created from a 
vertex i to a vertex j, if taxis can travel from street i to street j. This dual graph representation 
makes it easier to handle road network complexity and constraints, such as the special traffic 
controls of turning directions. In contrast, using the primal graph, the constraints need to be 
modeled by introducing extra nodes and computation to the graph [19]. 
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Figure 15, City TrajGraph to represent a street network 
 
4.1.2 City TrajGraph Generation 
In a big city, generating TrajGraph by assigning each street segment to a vertex leads to a large 
graph. This is because the scale of the city, and meanwhile, a long road is divided into multiple 
segments to be accurately identified in GIS system. For example, Shenzhen’ street-level 
TrajGraph has nearly 37,634 vertices and 1,512,691 edges. City TrajGraph has the different 
graph structure with two layers property graph data structure in section 3. Below is the 
description about City TrajGraph graph data structure. 
 We pre-processed the traditional taxi trajectory data by filtering out the street segment crosses 
then count the times of cross. Table 3 shows the road segment vertex and edge relations. “Stid 
before cross” is the road segment vertex that been recorded before crossing to next road segment. 
“Stid after cross” is the road segment vertex that been recorded after crossing from previous road 
segment. Edge value is the calculated times of cross from “stid before cross” to “stid after cross”.  
 Briefly, in city TrajGraph centrality computation we put the road segments as vertex and the 
times of cross as edges on the big trajectory graph. And we want to test the performance of the 
centrality algorithms on this graph by using the parallel manner. 
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Table 4, The road segment vertex and edge relations 
4.2 City TrajGraph Algorithms 
 City TrajGraph can support a variety of graph-based algorithms to identify useful insights of 
urban networks. In this section, we focus on applying graph centrality on TrajGraph. Centrality 
measures the importance of vertices in a graph. A set of metrics is defined to indicate different 
importance, leading to a variety of graph centralities. For example, the degree centrality is 
simply the number of incident edges of a vertex. In our work we use the popular indicators of 
Pagerank and betweenness to characterize hub and backbone streets/regions: 
• Pagerank [71] originally is an algorithm determines the importance of a web page in Internet. 
It works by counting the number and quality of links to a page to determine a rough estimate of 
how important the website is. Pagerank of a vertex 𝑣𝑖  who has neighbors 𝑣𝑖  is typically 
computed as follows: 
 
Where 𝑎𝑗𝑖 and 𝑎𝑖𝑗 are inbound and outbound edges of 𝑣𝑖, N is the number of vertices, and d is 
a damping (scaling) factor. Indeed, it is close to an Eigenvector centrality of graph with the 
variant of introducing d. In our work, through an iterative process on TrajGraph, the importance 
of a street is scored according to the concept that links to high-scoring streets increase the score 
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more than links to low-scoring streets. So the streets with high Pagerank are preferred hub streets 
by drivers. 
• Betweenness [72] centrality defines as an indicator of a node's centrality in a network. It is 
equal to the number of shortest paths from all vertices to all others that pass through that node. A 
node with high betweenness centrality has a large influence on the transfer of items through the 
network, under the assumption that item transfer follows the shortest paths. 
 
 Where j and k are two vertices, n 𝑗𝑘 is the number of shortest paths between them, and 𝑛𝑗𝑘 (𝑣𝑖) 
is those shortest paths in 𝑛𝑗𝑘  who pass 𝑣𝑖 . In our work, it can measure if a street/region is a 
backbone in the urban network. That is, if the backbone is broken, great transportation problem 
will arise as many drivers need to divert from the bottleneck. 
4.3 Centrality Computations  
 The core of our method is to parallel compute the centralities of City TrajGraph. To 
implement parallel graph computing, we also parallelized our algorithms by employing GraphX 
over Apache Spark. The engine supports in-memory iterative computing whiles the graph data is 
processed through distributed Hadoop HDFS system (the details can be found in [56, 64, 70]). 
The implementation follows the parallel Pagerank and a single-to-many parallel shortest path 
algorithm [17]. Note that computing many-to-many paths still requires heavy computing. 
4.3.1 Pagerank Centrality Parallel computation 
 We assign the Pregel [54] implementation of a PageRank algorithm to parallel compute 
TrajGraph, which is shown in Figure 16.  The PageRankVertex class inherits from Vertex. The 
vertex value type is double to store a tentative PageRank, and its message type is double to carry 
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PageRank fractions, while the edge value type could be void or integer that depends if we want 
to consider the number of road segment crosses or not. We assume that the graph is initialized so 
that in superstep 0, the value of each vertex is 1 / NumVertices(). In each of the first 30 
supersteps, each vertex sends along each outgoing edge and its tentative PageRank divided by 
the number of outgoing edges. Starting from superstep 1, each vertex sums up the values arriving 
on messages into sum and sets its own tentative PageRank to 0.15/NumVertices() + 0.85 × sum. 
After reaching superstep 30, no further messages are sent and each vertex votes to halt. In 
practice, a PageRank algorithm would run until convergence was achieved, and aggregators 
would be useful for detecting the convergence condition. 
 
 
Figure 16, Parallel Pagerank Algorithm [54] 
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4.3.2 Betweenness Centrality Parallel computation 
 The computation of betweenness is first computes shortest paths between each pair of vertices 
and records the nodes on each path, and then quickly finds the betweenness of each node using 
their occurrence on these paths. For simplicity and conciseness, we focus here on the single-
source variant that fits Pregel’s [54] target of large-scale graphs very well, but offers more 
interesting scaling data than the s-t shortest path problem. An implementation is shown in Figure 
17. In this algorithm, we assume the value associated with each vertex is initialized to INF (a 
constant larger than any feasible distance in the graph from the source vertex). In each superstep, 
each vertex first receives, as messages from its neighbors, updated potential minimum distances 
from the source vertex. If the minimum of these updates is less than the value currently 
associated with the vertex, then this vertex updates its value and sends out potential updates to its 
neighbors, consisting of the weight of each outgoing edge added to the newly found minimum 
distance. In the first superstep, only the source vertex will update its value (from INF to zero) 
and send updates to its immediate neighbors. These neighbors in turn will update their values and 
send messages, resulting in a wave front of updates through the graph. The algorithm terminates 
when no more updates occur, after which the value associated with each vertex denotes the 
minimum distance from the source vertex to that vertex. (The value INF denotes that the vertex 
cannot be reached at all.) Termination is guaranteed if all edge weights are non-negative. 
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Figure 17, Parallel Shortest Path Algorithm [54] 
 
 After designing the pagerank algorithm and the shortest path algorithm suitable for City 
TrajGraph, we also implement our parallel computation system and partition strategies of 
GraphX package on section 3.4 to partition City TrajGraph and assign each partition to cache up 
in memory for parallel computing task. We totally have 16 CPU cores distributed in 4 nodes 
cluster of Apache Spark Standalone system to parallel process the City TrajGraph for pagerank 
centrality and the betweenness centrality algorithms. Based on the result of computation time, we 
test the performance in next section. 
 
4.4 Performance  
 Our ultimate goal is to create a graph based model for urban study. The performance is vital 
for the effectiveness of the visual analytics system. Therefore, I tested our graph computing 
algorithms in three ways including: (P1) Non-parallel computing over a desktop computer (Intel 
Xeon E5520 with 4 cores at 2.27GHz and 16GB memory); (P2) Parallel computing over the 
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desktop computer; (P3) Parallel computing over a 4-node cluster where each node is the same as 
the desktop. All the platforms ran 64-bit Linux system with Apache Spark Standalone distributed 
system. 
 
Table 5, Size of the original street-level TrajGraph and a few region-level TrajGraphs 
 
Table 6, Computing time on the original street-level TrajGraph 
 
Table 7, Computing time on P1 for the region-level TrajGraphs 
 
In this test, we partitioned City TrajGraph to three types of region-level nodes for comparing 
the performance, which are 100 Partitions, 1000 Partitions and 3000 Partitions. Table 4 shows 
the size of the original street-level TrajGraph and a few region-level TrajGraphs created after 
partitioning. Original street-level graph have around 38000 vertices and 1500000 edges, after 
partition, 3000 partitions have 3000 vertex and 32516 edges, the size of graph is become smaller. 
Table 5 depicts the computational time on the original big TrajGraph. It shows that the graph 
generation from trajectories and Pagerank computing could be finished in seconds, while 
Betweenness and closeness (another centrality metric) computing used multiple hours since they 
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need to compute shortest paths between each pair of vertices, a well-known time-consuming 
problem in graph computing. The acceleration using the parallel graph engine ran two to three 
times faster on clusters than the origin algorithms, but on single machine it did not work well 
partly due to the overload on data split and transfer. The Betweenness computation cannot 
achieve reasonable speed for interactive visualization. However, the parallel acceleration can 
help us develop more graph-based algorithms. In this paper, our visual analytics system ran on 
the region-level TrajGraphs after graph partitioning. For the small size of these TrajGraphs, the 
parallel acceleration is not needed. Table 6 shows the computation of centralities could be 
finished in seconds with P1. The commonly used 100-partition TrajGraph was computed in 
milliseconds leading to interactive performance for visualization. 
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V. Conclusion 
 In this paper, we present a new paradigm that lays the foundations for effective analysis of the 
large-scale urban trajectory datasets. This paradigm consists of two components: (1) TrajGraph, 
a scalable parallel-graph model that is designed for trajectory data management. It supports fast 
computation and aggregation over various data queries in Spark/ Hadoop distributed 
environments; specifically I generate the property two layers trajectory graph and implement 
BSP and Pregel parallel algorithm for TrajGraph that is novel for trajectory graph computation. I 
test the performance of the query system and show the comparison of the results. The query 
speed is faster especially when handle large TrajGraph datasets. (2) City TrajGraph Centrality 
reflects urban transportation dynamics that can be discovered by applying graph analysis 
algorithms. We compute the centrality metrics such as network pagerank and betweenness from 
TrajGraph to characterize the time-varying importance of streets by utilizing the real traffic data. 
Computing graph centralities can be time consuming. For example pair-wise shortest paths are 
needed for closeness and betweenness centrality. I implemented the algorithms on different 
systems to test the performance of TrajGraph computation including a parallel solution on 
Apache Spark and its graph-processing package, GraphX.     
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